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			Martial Artist Challenged in Grocery Store Parking Lot

			

			I enjoyed writing this … I hope you enjoy reading it !
Martial Arts Mastery
A Tell-All of Tips, Tactics, and Techniques
This week, a woman at the grocery store had averbal altercation with my wife and me.

I have to admit that it makes me smile just thinking about it. I just know that crafti

		

		
				
		
			
			Faster Punches Right Now

			

			Reprinted from an Issue of Martial Arts Mastery ...

 
Between Five and Ten Fast Punches, Immediately!
 

 
by Keith Pascal
For this exercise to work, you have to play along.

Don’t worry, it won’t take you any more than two seconds to participate (Ooh, “participate.�
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			Skate Park Self-Defense and Awareness

			

			Skate Park Self-Defense and Awareness
Welcome back to "practical self-defense."

Today, I'd like to talk about "skate parks."

I live in the Pacific Northwest, and the weather is getting better. Everyone is out and about.

And even though in Oregon, we don't know when it's going to rain ...
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		Oprah Quote applied to Self-DefenseAn Oprah Winfrey quote that concerns martial arts?
Have I gone bazonkers?

I certainly hope not. And yes, I am sane e...

	JKD vs MMAMartial Arts Definitions
This really isn't a blog post about a Jeet Kune Do fighter taking on a MMA fighter; rather, it...

	What's The Difference Between The Punch eCourse and What's the difference between The Punch eCourse, How to End the Fight with One Hit, and Knockdown Punches?
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